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Modern performance management in organisations relies largely on rewards that are based on
outcomes of actions performed.

The underlying philosophy is that the organisation must deliver results in a controlled, predictable
manner, and that each member of the organisation must therefore deliver his share in an equally
controlled, predictable and measurable manner. The quest for a high degree of control on outcomes
however, has major negative consequences. Firstly, in an environment where only end results matter,
individuals begin to take shortcuts to achieve results and compromise on quality of effort or in some
cases integrity.

Its fundamental premise is that one is entitled only to perform actions, but not necessarily
to the fruits of those actions
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Secondly, the organisation as a whole becomes resistant to change, because an obsession with
outcomes stunts initiative and experimentation. After all, why try anything new when results could be
completely unpredictable, and qualify the initiative as failure. Finally, the lack of control over
outcomes of actions can itself interfere in the process of accomplishing those outcomes by creating
stress, insecurity etc.

Orientation

What is required then is an expanded view of what performance management means, and what it is
supposed to accomplish. Here it may be instructive to look at the idea of Karma Yoga.

The fundamental premise of Karma Yoga is that one is entitled to only perform actions, but not
necessarily to the fruits of those actions. It entails performing duties with a selfless attitude without
attaching oneself to rewards.

The philosophy of Karma Yoga also recognises that outcomes are a function of a multiplicity of factors
coming together, with effort being only one component. The intuitive truth contained in this approach
to effort can be applied to the field of performance management to create organisations that are more
ethical, creative and uplifting for its members. Potential features of such a performance management
approach are outlined below.

Reward inputs over outputs Traditional performance management is obsessed with outcomes,
particularly those that are quantifiable.

However, a karma yogic system may instead focus on input efforts, rather than outputs. Designing the
right kind of input measures will be critical here.

A good input measure is one which measures the quality of specific efforts, which in turn will produce
the desired outcomes automatically. For example, if the end result is to sell X units of a product, the
input measure for a person selling it would be the number of high quality pitches made to the right
customer segment.

Not all input measures will be objective and measurable by a reviewer. Thus significant capacity
development of these ‘reviewers’ may be required so that they are both able to evaluate subjective
input efforts, as well as design good objective input measures. Another important issue that rewarding
inputs addresses is that it implicitly encourages new initiatives on the part of individuals, who now only
have to worry about putting in high quality inputs without fear of failure on the results front.

Reward teams over individuals Performance management as understood today is highly
individual driven.

However, no success in an organisational context is possible without a team where each player
contributes his bit. Thus the idea of individual stars may not quite serve any purpose, particularly
when viewed through the lens of Karma Yoga which advocates selfless service as against ego-centric
efforts.

It is quite easy to grasp that a system where participants function with a selfless attitude is bound to
work smoothly in the long run, and that highly individual specific rewards may no longer make sense in
such a system.

A shift to team-based rewards would fit more elegantly in this situation. This may of course create
situations where some team members don’t contribute their fair share. However, it can be expected
that each team will organically figure out ways to handle this situation over time.

Responsibility-based individual rewards In a system where selfless team based performance and
sharing of rewards is the norm, it will still be important to ensure that star performers remain
motivated.

This should be done primarily through offering wider responsibility to the stars. This could take
multiple forms including expansion of role, elevation to higher levels in the organisation, inclusion in
higher level decision-making in the organisation, and so on.

Of course some of these rewards may well involve individual-specific monetary dimensions, but only
pertaining to the experience level of the individual and the position occupied by him in the hierarchy.

In other words, the organisation’s primary reward mechanism is team-based, and the secondary reward
mechanism is enhancement of responsibility of the high contributors.

Difficult enterprise

Re-aligning an organisation to a collection of selfless teams rewarded collectively based on input
efforts will of course not be easy. It may be disorienting for some, given how wired society has become
to value only output results.

However, with the right kind of capacity development, people can be enabled to understand what the
right inputs for a given goal may be, how to measure those inputs objectively to the extent possible, and
how to be part of a selfless team or be a selfless leader as the situation may demand. Finally, an
organisation’s planned outcomes (targets, profits etc) too will have a role in such a system, particularly
when it comes to designing input measures, but these planned outcomes will serve more as a conscience
keeping benchmark, rather than a report card on the value of an organisation or a person.

The writer is a corporate strategy professional.
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Abhijit Sen Human Resources Officer at Damodar Valley Corporation from KOLKATA

To measure performance, any input or output/target must be quantifiable. If
inputs can be structured and expressed in measurable terms then this concept is
great. Infact we must move from individual assessment to team appraisal. This will
reduce bias, increase efficiency and motivate non performers. Individuals will
refrain from engaging in short cut methods to achieve their goals or to get
promotions by influencing the scores. Choice of outstanding employees in a team
will depend on the team score say 40% and rest 60% on behavioral & functional
competencies. The differentiation will be based on development of such
competencies. This method will get an organization results as well as high
performance work teams. There are downsides to this thought but much less than
individual appraisal.
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Ramu  from PHOENIX

“Its (Karma Yoga’s) fundamental premise is that one is entitled only to perform
actions, but not necessarily to the fruits of those actions”. This is a very common
interpretation but a simplistic one and an impractical instruction. Of course, the
article is well-written within this narrow interpretation of Karma Yoga. Yoga
essentially means attuning. One can attune oneself to any state of being.
Superior yoga is that when the attuning is complete (body, mind and soul); and
attention is total and not fragmented. Such complete attuning automatically brings
about the best possible results. Obsession with results, especially the obsession
of ‘what is in it for me’ may fragment attention to the task in hand and quality of
performance will suffer. There is nothing moral about nor is it meant that results
should be dissociated from actions, an impossible suggestion. Karma Yoga
implies that I should attune myself completely to the action to be performed and I
don’t allow desire for persona
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4 days, 11 coal blocks, ₹52,610 cr: rich haul for States from auction
The coal block auction has taken the Centre by surprise and it is redoing the
sums. Cash registers are set to ring for the mine-owning States as, after just four
days of auction, they are set to get ₹52,610 crore from

13 comments

America ‘not at war with Islam’, says Obama
President Barack Obama has said that America is “not at war with Islam” but with
people who have perverted the religion, asserting that terror groups like ISIS and
al-Qaeda do not speak for a billion Muslims who reject
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Banking and scams go hand in hand
From Libor to HSBC, it’s the same story. The latter has opened a can of worms
on money squirrelled away overseas

5 comments

‘Halwa ceremony’ marks beginning of budget printing process
The ‘Halwa Ceremony’ marking the commencement of printing process of budget
documents for Union Budget 2015-16 was held here on Thursday.

4 comments

Total foodgrain output likely to fall in 2014-15
India’s foodgrain production in 2014-15 is likely to be almost 8 million tonnes (mt)
less than the fourth advance estimate for 2013-14. An official statement outlining
the second advance estimate figures, which captures
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